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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
01/22/15  

The bear camp has an edge as easing efforts failed to support  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -7.70, SILVER -10.30, PLATINUM -2.00  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,287.00, -$11.00 from prior AM 
LME Copper Stocks 227,475 tons +5,925 tons Shanghai Weekly Copper stocks 
+24,150 tons  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
After another new high for the move, February Gold was unable to hold the pulse-up move. At times on 
Wednesday, gold was as much as $23 an ounce below the initial highs which hints at an overbought condition 
and at least initial signs of a technical corrective tilt. As we indicated earlier this week, we feared a let-down in 
gold and silver prices in the aftermath of the ECB easing submission, but it appears that some traders didn't want 
to wait until the results of the ECB meeting to bank some long-side profits. Even after the rumor circulated during 
US trading yesterday that the upcoming EU QE package might be $696 billion and that it might be extended into 
2016, the gold market showed only minimal recovery action and that is very disappointing to the bull camp. In 
fact, despite the rumors of a slightly larger and longer duration QE effort, February Gold has faltered. Perhaps 
gold is seeing some reduction of safe haven anxiety, in the wake of the interest rate cut from the Bank of Canada 
and from this week's extended gains in equities. In the end, gold and silver need to see continued derivative 
investment flow directly ahead to countervail the profit-taking mentality ushered in on Wednesday morning. While 
the world's largest gold ETF saw its gold holdings fall by 1.79 tonnes on Wednesday gold derivative holdings 
overall managed a rise of 162,503 ounces. Unfortunately silver derivative holdings declined by a noted 5.9 million 
ounces and there were also reports of a key miner implementing silver hedges slightly below yesterday's spot 
price levels. While February Gold initially saw volume and open interest confirmation of the big upward extension 
on January 15th, since then there has been some divergence with prices continuing to rise, while volume and 
open interest slumped. Unless the ECB easing effort disappoints and concerns toward Greece exiting the EU 
escalate, the near term path in gold and silver prices looks to remain down.  

 

PLATINUM  
Clearly PGM prices diverged with the silver market yesterday as platinum spent most of Wednesday's action in 
negative ground, while silver spent most of the session trading moderately higher. One gets the impression that 
PGM prices are now tracking something other than classic demand factors, as positive US Housing Starts on 
Wednesday and generally higher equity market action this week, combined with fresh easing from Canada and 
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expectations of very aggressive easing from the ECB have all failed to turn PGM sentiment back into a positive 
direction. Critical uptrend channel support in April Platinum today is seen at $1,267.90 or again down at the 100-
day moving average of $1,263.80. Palladium on the other hand looks even weaker technically on the charts, with 
little in the way of support seen until $750.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
February Gold forged a trading range of $23 an ounce Wednesday and generally showed signs of reversing its 
recent upside momentum. We continue to see the $1,300 level as a critical level for maintaining the bull case but 
more importantly, the bull camp probably needs to see a quick rekindling of global anxiety, as events of the last 2 
days have tempered anxiety. In fact, a series of gains in equities, easing from the Bank of Canada and the easing 
effort from the ECB has at least temporarily helped to improve macro sentiment, but we still haven't seen 
developments that point to a sustained improvement in psychology. In the near-term, the failure to hold the prior 
session's low of $1,284.60 in February Gold gives added technical credence to the bear camp, especially if the 
trade comes away from the ECB event with a "risk on" vibe. Unfortunately for the bear camp in gold, the ECB 
maneuver might only temporarily provide optimism and the failure this morning in gold and silver might not sustain 
into the end of the week. With March Silver stopping just under the 200-day moving average of $18.55 yesterday 
that level looks to be initial resistance and perhaps a key bull/bear pivot point for the late Thursday trade action. 
On the other hand, the failure to hold recent consolidation lows of $17.91 and perhaps even $18.00 today could 
result in a more significant correction in the days ahead.  

 

 
 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
01/22/15  
Vulnerable status as LME stocks continue to rise  

 

GENERAL: While March Copper forged a fairly wide range and at times 
showed somewhat significant weakness yesterday, the trade was able to reject 
the initial pressure and in turn extend the consolidation low pattern that was 
initiated last week. Copper might have seen some support from favorable US 
Housing Starts results, and it might also have seen some support from talk of 
possible Chinese buying for infrastructure programs that circulated earlier this 
week. Clearly fresh easing from the BOC and expectations of an aggressive QE launch from the ECB today has 
provided a platform of support for copper but we have to wonder what will support prices once the good news 
slows to a trickle. In fact, rumors that the ECB QE program would be $696 billion Euros, instead of the widely 
anticipated $500 billion might lend some additional support today, if that higher tally is confirmed by reality. On the 
other hand, copper needs as much macroeconomic help as possible, as a pattern of significant daily LME copper 
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stock builds continues and that will erode buying interest unless the overall global economic outlook improves. 
Furthermore, news of a significant jump in Chinese refined copper production for December year over year, 
serves to temper Chinese demand expectations going forward.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
The copper market is at least vulnerable to a return to recent consolidation lows and perhaps even another 
downside failure, unless upcoming events solidify the recent pattern of improved global sentiment. Initial support 
remains at the $2.54 level, and it might take a rise back above $2.6360 on a closing basis to really put the bear 
camp back on its heels. However, the quickest route to an uptrend pattern in copper, is a definitive return to a 
"risk on" environment with soaring equities and steady to higher crude oil prices.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

              2015 Commodity Trading Guide 
 

Features for 2015:  

 5 Trades for a Long-Term Bottom in Commodities 
 A Bottom in Feed Grains? 
 The Strength of US Beef & Pork Exports in the Face of High Prices 
 Global Gasoline and Diesel Demand Keep Pace with Crude Production 
 The Hunt for Individual Mobility 
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